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New ContiRoadAttack 3 is the test winner  
 
• First place in MOTORRAD 12/2017 
 

• Six pairs of tires tested 
 

• Top marks in all disciplines  

 
Hanover/Korbach, May 29, 2017. Very soon after its launch in March, Continental’s new 

motorcycle touring tire ContiRoadAttack 3 recorded its first test victory. The German 

motorcycling magazine MOTORRAD trialled six sports touring tires in sizes 120/70 ZR 17 (front) 

and 180/55 ZR 17 (rear) in its 12/2017 issue. The result of these tests put the newcomer from 

Korbach in first place. 

Key evaluation criteria included handling, behavior at the limit and in wet conditions, grip during 

acceleration and at lean angle positions, steering precision, cornering and straight-line stability – 

and, at the end of the day, the ContiRoadAttack 3 came in first. 

In particular, the testers commended the sporty, country road tire for its incredible performance 

over many years. Continental has been able to significantly enhance the positive features of the 

tire once again, especially in wet conditions. The new tire is therefore able to continue the 

success story of previous Continental test winners. The testers were won over by the new tire's 

sophisticated solutions that incorporate exclusive Continental technologies like MultiGrip, 

TractionSkin, ZeroDegree, RainGrip and EasyHandling. 

The qualities of ContiRoadAttack 3 impressed the testers immensely: “Conti always did build very 

sporty tires for country roads and we have awarded them the ‘Country roads’ purchasing 

recommendation time and time again in the past. The brand new Road Attack 3 is no exception. 

At the same time the developers have reworked the wet performance of the new tire with such 

effectiveness that, not only are they able to celebrate their first stage win as king of the country 

roads, but also have the 2017 test victory in the bag.” 

Details of the new ContiRoadAttack 3 and the entire product range can be found at www.conti-

moto.com. 
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Continental AG 

Continental develops pioneering technologies and services for sustainable and connected mobility of 

people and their goods. Founded in 1871, the technology company offers safe, efficient, intelligent and 

affordable solutions for vehicles, machines, traffic and transport. In 2016, Continental generated sales of 

€40.5 billion and currently employs more than 227,000 people in 56 countries. 

www.continental-corporation.de 

 

Tire Division 

The Tire Division currently has 24 production and development locations worldwide. The broad product range 

and continuous investments in R&D make a major contribution to cost-effective and ecologically efficient 

mobility. As one of the world's leading tire manufacturers with more than 47,000 employees, the Tire Division 

achieved sales of €9.8 billion in 2014. 

 

Passenger and Light Truck Tires 

Continental is one of the leading manufacturers of passenger and light truck tires in Europe and the 

world's fourth largest passenger tire manufacturer in the original equipment and replacement market. The 

product development focus of the Continental premium brand is to optimize all safety-relevant 

characteristics, while simultaneously minimizing rolling resistance. 

www.continental-reifen.de 

 

Motorcycle Tires  

Continental is among the leading manufacturers of motorcycle tires. Tire development, tire testing, and 

German production are all based in Korbach, Hesse. Continental manufactures tires for tourers, sports 

tourers, sports motorcycles, enduros, cruisers, light motorcycles, and scooters and supplies original 

equipment for various brands including BMW, Husqvarna, KTM and Moto Guzzi. Its tires are approved for 

use with a variety of motorcycles manufactured in Europe, Japan, and the U.S.  

www.conti-moto.com 
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